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1 . Introduction
In this paper, we provide evidence on

factors associated with firms' decisions to
alter their executive compensation plans i n
response to Internal Revenue Code Sectio n
162(m) added in the Omnibus Budge t
Reconciliation Act of 1993, which prevent s
public companies from taking a tax deduc-
tion for compensation paid to certai n
executives that both exceeds $1 million
and is not "performance-based ." Affected
companies may preserve the deductibility
of compensation exceeding $1 million by
either qualifying the compensation a s
"performance-based" or deferring th e
compensation to a point in time when a
deduction can be taken .

In deciding whether to comply wit h
Section 162(m), firms must trade off th e
costs of increased stakeholder pressure
and the higher taxes that result when n o
action is taken to preserve deductibility
against the increased transactions and risk -
sharing costs that arise when compensa-
tion is restructured to comply with Section
162(m) . 2 The influence of stakeholder
pressure on the compliance decision i s
especially important following a November
1993 SEC ruling that required firms to
provide Section 162(m) disclosure in thei r
proxy statements, thereby increasing the
visibility of their response to the tax law
change. Thus, this issue provides a natura l
laboratory for examining how firms re-
spond to stakeholder pressure to make
policy decisions that — in the absence o f
the stakeholder pressure — may b e
inefficient .

We offer three hypotheses about th e
decision to assure deductibility by eithe r
qualifying or deferring compensation . In
particular, we predict that firms with large r
potential tax savings, greater stakeholde r
pressure, and greater monitoring by
shareholders are more apt to take action t o
preserve deductibility. We also develop

four hypotheses about the choice be-
tween the two alternatives of qualifyin g
and deferring for those companies that
took action. We predict that the greater
the shareholder pressure to alter compen-
sation policies, the less the risk imposed
on managers by the sensitivity of pay to
performance, the lower the cost o f
reimbursing managers for the transac-
tions costs they incur if compensation is
deferred, and the lower the agency costs
of debt, the more apt a complying firm i s
to qualify its plan, as opposed to defer -
ring compensation .

Results from a sample of 266 publicly
held U .S . firms with non-qualified com-
pensation in excess of $1 million indicat e
that 163 (61 .3%) took action to preserve
deductibility. Of these 163 firms, 12 9
(79.1%) chose to qualify their plans while
34 (20.9%) deferred compensation to a
point in time when the deduction could
be taken. With respect to the decision t o
assure deductibility, we find support fo r
two of our three predictions . Complying
firms face greater political pressure a s
evidenced by their larger size and highe r
compensation levels . Complying firm s
also face greater monitoring by share -
holders, as evidenced by the highe r
percentage of outside blockholders. In
contrast, we fmd no evidence that firm s
with greater tax savings are more apt to
preserve deductibility.

With respect to the decision to assure
deductibility by deferring compensatio n
versus qualifying a plan, we find suppor t
for three of our four predictions . Qualify-
ing firms face greater pressure from
shareholders in the form of shareholder
proposals on compensation issues .
Qualifying firms also have a higher prio r
pay-for-performance sensitivity than
deferring firms, indicating that less risk is
imposed on their managers when pay i s
made more sensitive to performance .
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Similarly, CEOs at qualifying firms have a

relatively high demand for liquidity, a s

evidenced by the fact that they are

younger than CEOs at deferring firms .

Finally, agency costs between bondhold-

ers and shareholders do not appear to

influence the decision to defer compen-

sation versus qualify a plan .

The remainder of the paper proceeds

as follows. In Section 2, we discus s

Section 162(m) of the Omnibus Budge t

Reconciliation Act of 1993 . In Section 3 ,

we develop our hypotheses . In Section 4 ,

we describe our sample and present

descriptive statistics . We present our

models and the results of our empirical

tests in Section 5 . In Section 6, we offer a

summary and conclusion .

2 . Section 162(m) of
the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act o f
1993

Section 162(m) of the Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 limits

the income tax deductibility of certain

types of compensation in excess of $ 1

million paid by publicly-held corporations

to their top five executives . Companie s

affected by the $1 million limit may

preserve the deductibility of compensa-

tion exceeding $1 million by either

qualifying the compensation as "perfor-

mance-based" or deferring the compensa-

tion to a point in time when a deduction

can be taken. To qualify as "performance-

based," a compensation plan must be : a)

based on the attainment of an objective

performance goal, b) established by a

compensation committee of the board o f

directors that is comprised solely of

"outside" directors, c) disclosed to and

approved by the shareholders, and d)

paid only after the compensation commit-

tee certifies the attainment of the relevant

performance goal . In the remainder of

this section, we discuss each of the fou r

"performance-based" requirements, the

option of assuring deductibility by defer-

ring compensation, and the transitio n

rules for implementing Section 162(m) .

2.1 Performance-Based Compensa-
tion
2.1.1 Performance Goals

To qualify as "performance-based, "

compensation must be based upon a "pre -

established objective performance goal ."

A goal is "pre-established" if it has been

written by the compensation committe e

before the commencement of services

and while the outcome is still "substan-

tially uncertain :' 3 Under the regulations ,

an "objective" goal must meet two third

party tests . First, a third party having

knowledge of the relevant facts must be

able to determine whether the goal ha s

been met, implying that the goal must b e

stated in the form of an objective formula

or standard. Second, a third party having

knowledge of the relevant performance

results must be able to calculate the

amount paid to the employee if the goal is

met. As a result, the board is not allowed

the discretion to increase the amount of

compensation payable on the goal' s

attainment. 4

Thus, to qualify under Section 162(m) ,

existing discretionary compensation plans

must be amended to objectively link the

payment of compensation to perfor-

mance. Because of liberal transition relief ,

stock option plans require few immediat e

modifications to satisfy Section 162(m)

requirements . Specifically, stock option s

or stock appreciation rights (SARs) meet

these standards so long as a) the plan

under which they are paid includes a per-

employee limit on the number of options

or SARs that may be granted during a

specified period; 5 and b) the exercise
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price of the option or base amount of the

SAR is no less than the fair market value

on the grant date. Thus, restricted stoc k

and "discounted" options cannot be

treated as performance-based compensa-
tion, nor can any appreciation in the valu e

of such options or stock, even to the

extent that the compensation reflect s

actual appreciation in the stock price. If,

however, discounted options or restricted

stock were given contingent upon a

performance goal, then the restricted

stock and discounted options could mee t

the requirements of performance-base d

compensation. Most cash incentive plans ,

however, will not satisfy the performance -

based exception without significan t

formal and operational changes (Creech

1995) .

2.1.2 Outside Directors

One of the most controversial aspects

of Section 162(m) is the requirement that

the compensation arrangement be estab-

lished by a compensation committe e

comprised solely of two or more "outside "

directors. Under the regulations, an

individual is generally precluded fro m

being an "outside " director if he or she is a

current employee or former officer, or i f

he or she receives direct or indirec t

remuneration from the company, other

than as a director. Remuneration i s

broadly defined to include any payment i n

exchange for goods or services . For

example, the director may fail to be a n

"outside" director if an entity in which the

director is employed receives de minimu s

payments for personal services provided

to the company of as little as $60,000 . If

the director owns more than 50% of a n

entity, the first dollar of remuneration t o

that entity violates the "outside" director

definition .°

2.1.3 ShareholderApproval

Under Section 162(m), "materia l

terms" of the performance-based com-

pensation must be disclosed to and

approved by shareholders . While share-

holder approval of stock-based plans was

required prior to Section 162(m), there

was no prior requirement that cash

bonus and incentive plans be approve d

by shareholders . "Material terms" that

must be disclosed include a) a descrip-

tion of the individuals eligible to receiv e

compensation under the plan, b) th e

business criteria on which the perfor-
mance goals are based, and c) a statemen t

of the maximum amount of compensa-

tion that is payable under the plan .

Business criteria need not be disclosed i f

the compensation committee determines

that the criteria are confidential, but the

proxy statement must specify that the

business criteria are not being disclose d

for competitive reasons . Thus, the

"material terms" may be less specific tha n

the "pre-established objective perfor-

mance goal" that is agreed on by outsid e

directors .
The regulations allow companies to

obtain shareholder approval on a variety

of business criteria so that, in establishin g

the performance goals, the compensatio n

committee may choose from among a

"menu" of possibilities . Where th e

directors retain the discretion to choos e

among multiple criteria, new shareholder

approval must be obtained at least every

five years . In other cases, additional

disclosure and approval by shareholders

is required only when there is a materia l

change in the performance-based plan .

2.2 Deferred Compensation

In addition to adopting qualifie d

plans, companies may minimize or avoi d

the effect of the $1 million limitation b y

the use of non-qualified deferred compen
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cation arrangements . If properly struc-

tured, these arrangements defer to a

future point in time, both an employee' s

recognition and receipt of the compensa-

tion and the employing firm's deductio n

of the compensation. Since the Section

162(m) limitation applies in the year th e

compensation is recognized by the em-

ployee, as opposed to the year in which

the compensation is granted, deferral can

assure future deductibility. For example ,

compensation could be deferred under a n

agreement that it will be paid upo n

retirement, when the executive is no

longer one of the five most highly paid

officers, and hence, will be fully deduct-

ible regardless of the amount paid to the

executive . Alternatively, deferred compen-

sation could be paid at the first point in

time that it is deductible .

2.3 Transition Rules

One of the most significant transition

rules provided by the statute exempts

from the $1 million compensation limita-

tion, any compensation payable under a

written binding contract that was in effect

on February 17, 1993 . This exception

does not apply to contracts that are

renewed after February 17, 1993, or

contracts that are materially modified after

this date. A material modification is

defined as occurring "when the contract i s

amended to increase the amount of

compensation payable to the employee ."

A second transition rule treats a plan as

satisfying the outside director and share -

holder approval requirements if the plan

or agreement was approved by sharehold-

ers before December 20, 1993, and the

directors administering the plan are

disinterested .

3. Hypothesis
Development

In this section, we develop predic-

tions about factors that explain : a) the

decision to comply with Section 162(m) ;

and b), for complying firms, the choice

between qualifying a plan versus defer-

ring compensation . We assume that firms

will modify their executive compensatio n

arrangements to satisfy Section 162(m)

when the benefits of compliance out -

weigh the costs of compliance and that

complying firms will choose between

deferral and qualification based on the net
benefits of the two alternatives . We argue

that the probability of compliance is

positively associated with the amount of

tax savings, the level of stakeholder

concern about the firm's compensatio n

package, and the level of monitoring . We
predict that the decision to comply by

deferring compensation (as opposed to

qualifying a plan) is negatively associated

with the level of stakeholder interest in

compensation issues and the CEO's

demand for liquidity, but is positively

associated with the cost of imposin g

additional risk on the CEO and the agency

costs of debt .

3.1 Tax Costs

The magnitude of the tax savings from

complying with Section 162(m) is ex-

pected to vary across firms with variation

in marginal tax rates and the amount o f

executive compensation that is not

deductible . The larger the tax savings

from compliance, the more prone th e

firm is to change its executive compensa-

tion programs to ensure deductibility .

Since the magnitude of tax savings shoul d

influence whether a firm assures deduct-

ibility, but should not be associated wit h

how a firm assures deductibility, we

predict that:
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H1 :The larger the tax savings fro m

compliance with Section 162(m), the

more apt a firm is to take action to assure

deductibility.

3.2 Stakeholder Concern about
Compensation

Executive compensation has come

under increased scrutiny in past years, as

numerous stories of multi-million dolla r

compensation packages have been re -

ported in the press.' In addition to

Section 162(m), the response to thes e

reports include a wide variety of propos-

als for congressional and regulatory action

to limit executive compensation, with a

particular focus on salary levels .' As a

result, corporations have an incentive t o

package compensation so that it does not

attract the attention of stakeholders, thu s

avoiding adverse publicity, proxy resolu-

tions by dissident shareholders, increase d

scrutiny by institutional investors, an d

increased regulation (Byrne, 1993) .
Several months following the fina l

Congressional vote on the Omnibu s

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, the

Securities and Exchange Commissio n

issued a ruling requiring that the proxy

statement's compensation committee

report disclose whether executive com-

pensation is fully deductible under Sec-

tion 162(m). Thus, if a company decides

not to modify its compensation arrange-
ments to satisfy Section 162(m), it must

explain its decision to shareholders . Prior

to the SEC ruling, a survey conducted by

Mercer, Inc . (1995) indicated that few

companies intended to comply with

Section 162(m) . In contrast, when the

survey was repeated after the SEC ruling ,

two-thirds of respondents stated that they

intended to comply. Thus, firms perceive

the political costs of disclosing non-

compliance to be high, and we predict
that :

H2:The greater the stakeholder

concern about a firm's compensatio n

plan, the more apt the firm is to comply

with Section 162(m) .

We also hypothesize that stakeholder

pressure provides incentives for comply-

ing firms to qualify their plans, as op-

posed to deferring compensation . The

decline of the external market for corpo-

rate control at the end of the 1980s has

increased the importance of shareholde r

activism as a monitoring mechanism . 9

Increasingly, activist shareholders have

expressed concern about the structure o f

compensation packages . Representative

of this concern were the efforts of the

United Shareholders Association (USA) ."'

In addition to poor firm performance an d

policies that limit shareholder input o n

governance issues, compensation that i s

not sensitive to firm performance was

one of three criteria used by the USA t o

identify the firms that were placed on its

Target 50 list . The USA (1993) argued

that, "the costs of paying executives to o

much are often trivial compared to the

costs of paying executives in ways that

provide little or no incentives to create

value ." Although the USA has sinc e

disbanded, other investors continue to

exert pressure on corporate managers to

increase the sensitivity of pay to perfor-

mance. Presumably, these investors are

not indifferent to assuring Section 162(m)

deductibility via deferral versus qualifica-
tion, and we hypothesize that :

H3:The greater the shareholder

concern about a firm's compensation

plan, the more apt a complying firm is to

qualify its plan, rather than defer com-

pensation .

3.3 Role of the Compensation
Contract in Reducing Agency
Costs

Separation of ownership and control

leads to agency problems between
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shareholders and managers (Jensen and

Meckling (1976)) . Tying a manager's

compensation to firm performance may

resolve these conflicts, but may also lea d

to risk-avoiding behavior on the part o f

managers (Fama (1992) and Holmstrom

(1987)) . Unlike shareholders, manager s

have already invested most of their

nondiversifiable and nontradable huma n

capital in the firm. When a compensation

contract is tied to performance, manager s

bear risks that could be more efficiently

borne by diversified shareholders . Since

managers are risk averse, performance -

based compensation contracts are costly

to the firm .
We predict that the trade-off betwee n

incentives and risk-sharing will influence

the decision to qualify a plan versus defe r

compensation. By deferring compensa-

tion, a firm can assure deductibility unde r

Section 162(m) without imposing any

additional risk on executives . In contrast ,

when an unqualified compensation pla n

is modified to meet the performance -

based requirements of Section 162(m) ,

pay is made more sensitive to perfor-

mance and additional risk is imposed o n

executives . Because deferral provides a n

option for assuring deductibility without

increasing the risk managers bear, the

incentive/risk sharing trade-off will no t

affect whether a firm takes action to

assure deductibility. But, for firms that do

preserve deductibility, the incentive/risk-

sharing trade-off will influence the choic e

between deferring compensation versus

qualifying a plan . Since greater firm risk

increases the riskiness of compensation

contracts that are performance-based ,

managers of risky firms will be particu-

larly reluctant to accept such contracts .

Hence, we predict that :

H4:The more risky the firm, the more

apt a complying firm is to defer compen-

sation, rather than qualify its plan .

3.4 Liquidity Preference
In the absence of market frictions, a

CEO will be indifferent between the

present receipt of cash compensation and

the future receipt of a cash amount of

equivalent present value . In contrast, i f

borrowing against a future income stream

is costly, a CEO with a demand for liquid-

ity will be indifferent only if the future

amount includes a premium that covers

transactions costs . The greater a CEO's

demand for liquidity, the larger will be the

necessary premium and the more costly i t

will be for a firm to comply with Section

162(m) by deferring compensation .

Because the qualification option allows a

firm to comply without increasing the

transactions costs incurred by managers

with a demand for liquidity, there will be

no association between the decision to

comply and a manager's demand for

liquidity. In contrast, the demand for

liquidity will affect the choice between

deferral and qualification. Thus, we

predict that :

H5:The greater a CEO's demand for

liquidity, the more apt a complying firm is

to qualify its plan, rather than defer

compensation .

3.5 Monitoring by Shareholders
Firms that comply with Section

162(m) receive the benefit of lower taxe s

and lower political costs . On the other

hand, compliance increases these firms '

compensation costs as managers wh o

must bear additional risk or pay highe r

transactions costs demand additional pay.

From the standpoint of the firm, th e

value-maximizing response to Section

162(m) will depend upon the relative

magnitude of these costs and benefits . In

contrast, an executive acting in his or he r

own self-interest will usually prefer that

the firm not comply with Section 162(m) .

Unless the executive is positioned as a
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monopoly supplier of executive talent, sh e

(he) is unlikely to receive full paymen t

from the firm for the adverse impact that

compliance has on his or her compensa-

tion package (i .e ., the increased risk o r

higher transactions costs that she (he)

bears) . Non-compliance imposes no such

costs on the executive .

If non-compliance is the action tha t

maximizes shareholder wealth, there will

be no agency problem between executives

and shareholders as it is in the best inter-

ests of both parties that the firm not

comply. In contrast, when complianc e

maximizes shareholder wealth, the self-

interest of managers is at odds with that of

shareholders, and the action taken by

managers will, in part, depend upon the

level of monitoring of managers' actions .

The higher the monitoring, the more apt

managers are to make decisions that maxi-

mize firm value and the less apt they are to

pursue non-value maximizing strategies such

as failing to comply with Section 162(m)

when compliance is in the best interests of

shareholders. Thus, we predict that:

H6:The greater the level of monitoring

of managers, the more apt a firm is to

comply with Section 162(m) .

In contrast, we do not predict a rela-
tion between the level of monitoring and

the choice between qualifying a plan ver-
sus deferring compensation . Both qualifi-

cation and deferral impose costs on man-

agers, just as both imply costs and benefit s

for the firm. The costs to the firm include

— but are not limited to — compensa-

tion of managers for the additional ris k

they bear when a plan is qualified or th e

additional transactions costs they incu r

when compensation is deferred . A priori ,

we have no reason to believe that under ei-

ther option there are systematic differences

between the net benefits to the firm and the

net costs to managers that create a conflict

of interest between the two parties .

3.6 Agency Cost of Debt

A problem in linking managerial pay

to performance is the resulting increase

in the agency cost of debt (John and John

1993). Managers whose interests are

closely aligned with those of sharehold-

ers have an incentive to undertake risky

(i .e ., high variance) investments . High

risk investments result in wealth transfers

from bondholders to shareholders, since

the bondholders share some risk, but d o

not participate in any excess profits . As a

result, bondholders, who observe manag-

ers' contracts, will require a risk pre-

mium, leading to an increase in the firm' s

cost of borrowing. The higher the

agency costs of debt, the more costly i t

will be for a firm to increase the sensitiv-
ity of pay to performance . Hence, we

predict that :

H7:The greater the agency costs of
debt, the more apt a complying firm is to

defer compensation, rather than qualify

its plan .

4. Sample and
Descriptive Statistic s
4.1 . Compliance Status

To examine firm response to Sectio n

162(m), we require a sample of firm s

with non-qualified compensation i n

excess of $1 million. To obtain such a

sample, we used the 1993 Forbes annual

compensation survey to identify 504

firms of the 800 surveyed that paid their

CEO total compensation in excess of $ 1

million . Through Lexis/Nexis, Lase r

Disclosure, mail requests, and phone cal l

follow-ups with the firms, we were able

to obtain proxy statements for 399 of th e

504 firms . We exclude 54 firms that

were already in compliance with Section

162(m) or, who only needed to obtai n

shareholder approval on existing plans i n

order to ensure deductibility. Thus, we
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define complying firms as those firms tha t

specifically indicate their intention to

preserve deductibility by taking action t o

defer compensation or qualify their

compensation plans .

Additional data constraints reduced

our final sample to 266 firms with non-

qualified compensation in excess of $ 1

million. Of these 266 firms, 163 (61 .3%)

took action to preserve deductibility prio r

to the release of their 1993 or 1994 prox y

statements . Of these 163 firms, 12 9

(79.1%) have chosen to qualify their plan s

and 34 (20 .9%) are deferring compensa-

tion to a point in time when the deduc-

tion can be taken .

4.2 . Independent Variables
Our descriptive statistics indicate

considerable cross-sectional variation i n

firm response to Section 162(m) . To tes t

our predictions about the factors tha t

explain this variation, we require mea-

sures of tax savings, stakeholder concer n

about compensation, the role of the

compensation contract in reducing agency

costs, the CEO's liquidity preference, the

level of external monitoring, and the
agency costs of debt . In the remainder of

this section, we define our measures an d

discuss the descriptive statistics . Our
definitions are summarized in Table 1 an d

our descriptive statistics are presented in

Table 2 .

4.2,1 Tax Costs

To estimate a firm's tax savings fro m

changing its executive compensation plan

to conform with Section 162(m), we

calculate the sum across the five highest -

paid executives of the prior year's unquali-

fied compensation in excess of $1,000,00 0

times the firm's estimated marginal tax

rate :

,(Unqualified compensation t_I -

$1,000,000) x (t)

Since liberal transition rules imply that

stock options will not be subject to the

limitations imposed by Section 162(m) ,
we define unqualified compensation as al l

non-stock option compensation . We
measure the marginal corporate tax rate ,

t, using the algorithm developed by
Manzon (1994) . Mean (median) tax

savings as a percentage of firm marke t

value is 0 .009% (0 .002%). The low magni-

tude of potential tax savings relative t o

firm size suggests that tax savings may not

play an important role in the final deci-

sion .

4.2.2 Stakeholder Concern about Com-
pensation

We use three proxies for the level of

stakeholder concern about compensation :

the level of executive compensation, fir m

size, and shareholder proposals abou t

compensation issues. We select compen-

sation levels and firm size because heavily

compensated executives at large firms

receive the most public scrutiny. We

measure compensation levels as the log o f

the sum of total compensation paid to the

top five executives. Total compensation

includes base salary, bonus, other cash

compensation, stock options, stock

appreciation rights, restricted stock

awards, and long-term incentive plans .

We obtain 1992 compensation data from

the 1993 proxy and use the Black-Schole s

option pricing model, along with the

pricing assumptions made by Murphy for

the United Shareholders Association

(1993) to value stock option grants .

We select shareholder proposals on

compensation issues as a proxy for

investor concern about the firm's com-

pensation policies . We obtain the number

of proposals on compensation issue s

submitted for a vote during the 1992 and

1993 proxy seasons from the Investo r

Research Responsibility Center's Corpo-
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Table 1
Definition of variable used in the analysis of the decision to comply with Sectio n

162(m) by 266 firms with cash compensation in excess of $1 million .

Dependent Variable s
Comply

	

An indicator variable equal to 1 .0 if the firm meets section 162(m)
requirements be either qualifying its plan or deferring compensation .

Defer

	

For those firms that comply with the requirements of section 162(m), an
indicator variable equal to 1 .0 if the firm complies by deferring, as opposed
to qualifying, its compensation .

Independent Variable s

Tax Effect:
Tax Savings

	

The tax savings obtained by complying with section 162(m), where the
amount saved is defined as the sum, for each of the five highest pai d
employees, of salary and bonus in excess of $1 million multiplied by the
firm's marginal tax rate scaled by the market value of the firm . The firm' s
marginal tax rate is calculated using the algorithm in Manzon (1994) .

Level of Stakeholder Pressure :
Level of Comp

	

Natural log of the sum of CEO base salary, bonus, other cas h
compensation, stock options valued using Black Scholes, stock appreciatio n
rights, restricted stock awards, and long-term incentive plans .

Firm Size

	

The natural log of the market value of common equity, measured at the end
of the 1993 fiscal year .

Gadfly

	

The number of shareholder proposals on compensation issues that were put
to a vote during the 1992 and 1993 proxy seasons .

Target 50

	

An indicator variable equal to 1 .0 if the firm was one of the United
Shareholder Association's Target 50 firms in 1993 .

Liquidity Preference:
CEO Age

	

The age of the CEO in years .

Risk-sharing Considerations :
Std. Dev of Returns Standard deviation of monthly stock return measured over the three-year

period, 1991-93 .
Pay-for-Performance Jensen-Murphy measure of the 1992 sensitivity of CEO cash compensatio n

to firm performance .

Monitoring
Blockholding

	

Outstanding shares held by large blockholders who are outsiders, obtained
from the 1993 proxy statement, as a percentage of the number o f
outstanding shares obtained from COMPUSTAT .

Agency Cost of Debt
Debt-to-Equity Ratio The ratio of the book value of total debt to the book value of common equit y

as of the end of the 1993 fiscal year.
MV/BV

	

The ratio market value of the firm to the book value of the firm, measured as
of the end of the 1993 fiscal year .

9



Table 2
Descriptive statistics for the complete sample of 266 firms with 1993 cas h

compensation in excess of $1 million.'

Mean Median Std . Dev . Minimum Maximum

Dependent variables
Comply" 0.613 1 .0 0 .488 0 1 .0

Defer' 0.135 0 0.343 0 1 .0

Tax effec t
Tax Savings (times 1,000) 0.087 0.024 0.280 0 3 .900

Stakeholder pressure
Level of total compensation 15 .595 15 .488 0.627 14.043 17 .794

Firm Size 23 .125 22 .883 1 .207 20.408 26 .477

Gadfly 0.368 0 0 .943 0 6

Target 50

Liquidity preferenc e
CEO Age 57 .632 58 5 .893 38 79

Risk sharing consideration s
Std. Dev of Returns 0.077 0.070 0.0297 0.025 0.220

Pay/performance 0.216 0.090 0.424 0 4.060

Incentive alignment
Blockholdings 0 .140 0 .094 0.174 0 0 .959

Agency Cost of Debt
Debt-to-Equity ratio 4 .736 2 .126 5.680 0.086 33 .672

MVBV 1 .693 1 .374 0.965 0 .889 8 .390

" Variables are defined in Table 1 .
h By definition, data for this variable is only available for the subsample of N = 163 complyin g

firms .
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rate Governance Bulletin . On average ,

sample firms received 0 .37 proposals from

`gadfly' investors. Over 90% of these

proposals are submitted by individua l

`gadfly' investors (Karpoff, Malatesta, an d

Walkling, 1994 : Table 1) .

4.2.3 Role of the Compensation Contract
in Reducing Agency Costs

To examine how the trade-off be-

tween incentives and risk sharing affect s

firm response to Section 162(m), we

construct ex-ante and ex-post measures o f

the cost to the firm of imposing additional

risk on managers . Ex-ante, firms with

higher risk are predicted by agency theory

to face greater costs from imposing

additional risk on executives . Ex-post, we

assume that firms with low pay-for-

performance sensitivities face high costs

from imposing additional risk on manag-

ers .

Firm risk, our ex-ante measure of th e

cost to the firm of imposing additional

risk on managers, is defined as the stan-

dard deviation of monthly stock return s

over the three year period ending i n

1993 ." The mean standard deviation of

stock returns, 0 .077, is comparable to the

median standard deviation, 0 .070. The

sensitivity of pay to performance, our ex-

post measure of the cost to the firm of

imposing additional risk on managers, is

measured as the 1992 estimate of the

increase in CEO cash compensation pe r

$1000.00 increase in the market value o f

common equity calculated by Kevin

Murphy for the United Shareholders

Association.' Z Given the USA's visibility

and success (see, e .g., Strickland, Wile s

and Zenner (1996)), we believe that US A

estimates are the best available proxy fo r

investors' perceptions of firms' pay/

performance relation . The mean pay-for-

performance sensitivity, 0 .22, exceeds the

median of 0 .09. Thus, the average (me-

dian) CEO experiences a $0.22 ($0.09)
increase in cash compensation pe r

$1000 .00 increase in shareholder wealth .

4.2.4 Liquidity Preference

We use CEO age to measure th e

CEO's preference for liquidity . Life cycle

considerations imply that younger CEOs

have a greater demand for cash than

CEOs who are nearing retirement . Fur-

ther, even if spending were constant

during a CEO's working years, deferra l

will be more costly for younger CEOs .

Younger CEOs must wait a longer period

of time to receive deferred compensatio n

and, hence, incur greater transactions

costs if they borrow against their future

income streams . We obtain CEO age from

the 1993 proxy statements . Mean (me-

dian) CEO age is 57 .63 years (58 years) .

The oldest CEO in our sample is 79 ,

while the youngest is 38 .

4.2.5 Monitoring

We use the percentage of shares held

by outside blockholders to measure

monitoring . We collect blockholder data

from the firm's proxy statement . The

mean (median) number of blockholder

shareholdings are 14 .7% (9 .1%) .

4.2.6Agency Cost of Deb t

Agency costs of debt are increasing in

both the proportion of debt in the capita l

structure and the availability of growth

opportunities (Smith, Smithson and

Wilford, 1990) . Thus firms with a greater

proportion of debt in their capital struc-

ture and firms with more growth option s

are less likely to use performance-based

compensation relative to firms which ar e

less levered or have fewer growth

options .We use the debt/equity ratio to

capture the firm's capital structure an d

the market-to-book ratio to measure it s

growth opportunities . The mean debt-to-
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equity ratio, 4 .74, exceeds the median

debt-to-equity ratio, 2 . 13 . Similarly, th e
mean market to book ratio, 1 .69, exceeds
the sample median, 1 .37 .

5 . Empirical Tests
In this section, we present result s

from tests of our seven hypotheses, alon g

with an interpretation of the results . The

primary test of our first, second and sixth

hypotheses is a logit model of the deci-

sion to preserve the deductibility o f

compensation under Section 162(m) ,
while the primary test of our third ,

fourth, fifth and seventh hypotheses is a

logit model of the decision by firms that

preserve deductibility to either defe r

compensation or qualify their compensa-

tion plans . For completeness, we also

present univariate comparisons .

5.1 The Decision to Assure Deduct-
ibility of Executive Compensation
in Excess of $1 Million

Univariate comparisons of the mea n

and median values of our dependen t

variables for subsamples comprised of the

N = 163 firms electing to take action t o
preserve deductibility and the N = 103

firms electing not to take action are

presented in Table 3 . The results indicate

a significant difference in the means and

medians of the tax savings and the leve l

of compensation variables . Similarly, th e

mean outside blockholdings at complying
firms exceed mean outside blockholding s

at non-complying firms. However, the

median values do not differ between th e

two sub-samples. Although we predict no

association between the compliance

decision and CEO age, the average age of

CEOs at complying firms exceeds that of

CEOs at non-complying firms . However,

there is no difference in the median ages

of the two groups of CEOs .

Results from a logit model of the

decision to preserve the deductibility o f

compensation under Section 162(m)

versus take no action to preserve deduct-

ibility are presented in Table 5 . These

results provide support for two of our
three predictions, and — with th e
exception of the insignificance of our tax

savings variable — are generally consis-

tent with the univariate comparisons

presented in Table 3 .

Contrary to our first hypothesis, there

is no association between the level of tax

savings and the decision to preserve

deductibility. 13 Consistent with our
second hypothesis, two of our thre e

stakeholder pressure variables are signifi-

cant . Firms that preserve deductibility are

larger and have higher compensation

levels than do firms that take no action t o

preserve deductibility. The coefficient on

the log of total compensation, 0 .92, is

positive and significant (p = 0 .0197), as i s

the coefficient on the log of the market

value of equity, 0 .498 (p = 0.0212) . Thus,

the greater the political pressure fro m

stakeholders, the more inclined a firm i s

to preserve deductibility. Finally, consis-

tent with our sixth hypothesis, the coeffi-

cient on the outside blockholders vari-

able, 2 .279, is positive and significant (p =

0.0122) . The significance of this variable

implies that the greater the extent o f

monitoring by outside shareholders, th e

more apt a firm is to take action to pre-

serve deductibility.

5.2 The Decision to Assure Deduct-
ibility by Deferral of Compensa-
tion Versus Qualification of Com-
pensation Plans

For the 163 firms electing to preserve

deductibility under Section 162(m) ,

results from univariate comparisons of the

mean and median values of our depen-

dent variables for subsamples comprise d

of the N = 34 firms electing to defe r

compensation and the N = 129 firm s
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electing to qualify their compensation

plans are presented in Table 4 . We find
little evidence consistent with our third

hypothesis . Consistent with our predic-

tions, mean compensation at deferring

firms is less than that at qualifying firms .

However, the average size of deferrin g

firms exceeds that of qualifying firms .
Moreover, there is no difference betwee n

sub-samples in the median values of these

two variables . And, although differences in

the mean and median values of the share -

holder proposals variable are in the right

direction, they are not significant at con-

ventional levels .

Consistent with our fourth hypothesis

that firms consider the incentive/risk-

sharing trade-off when deciding how to

preserve deductibility, the mean and

median values of the prior sensitivity o f
cash compensation to firm performanc e

are higher at qualifying firms than at

deferring firms . We find no evidence

consistent with our fifth or seventh hy-

potheses. There is no difference in th e

mean or median ages of CEOs or the debt/

equity ratios at qualifying versus deferrin g

firms.Although no association between tax

savings and the deferral decision is pre-

dicted, we find evidence that the mean

and median tax savings at qualifying firm s

exceeds that at deferring firms .

Results from a logit model of th e

choice to defer compensation versus

qualify compensation plans are presented

in Table 5 . In this model, the dependen t

variable is an indicator variable equal t o

1 .0 if the firm preserved deductibility by

deferring compensation . Results are

consistent with our four predictions and

are considerably stronger than the

univariate comparisons reported in Table 4 .

First, consistent with our third hypothesi s

that firms facing pressure from sharehold-

ers to alter the structure of their executiv e

compensation plans will be less likely to

defer compensation than to qualify their

plans, the coefficient on the number o f

shareholder proposals ,

-0 .688, is negative and significant (p =
0.0678) .

Our fourth hypothesis states tha t
because it is more costly for risky firms t o

use performance-based compensation ,

risky firms will be more apt to preserve

deductibility by deferring compensatio n

than will less risky firms. Consistent with

this hypothesis, we find that firms with a

high prior pay-for-performance sensitivity

are less prone to defer compensation

than to qualify their plans . The coeffi-

cient on the Jensen-Murphy measure o f

the sensitivity of cash compensation t o

firm performance, -3 .64, is negative and

significant (p = 0.0518) . The fact that ou r

direct measure of firm risk (the standard

deviation of stock returns) is not signifi-

cant suggests that the prior pay-for-

performance sensitivity better capture s

the incentive/risk-sharing trade-off than

do ex-ante proxies for the cost of impos-
ing additional risk on executives .

Consistent with our fifth hypothesi s

that firms whose CEOs do not have a

strong preference for liquidity will b e

more inclined to defer compensation

than to qualify their plans, the coefficient

on the CEO age variable, 0 .063, is posi-

tive and significant (p = 0 .0944) . Results

indicate that our proxies for the agency

costs of debt (hypothesis seven) are not a

factor in the decision to defer versu s

comply. Neither the debt-to-equity rati o

nor the market to book ratio has a signifi-

cant impact .

5 .3 Interpretation of results

The primary results reported in our

logit model of the decision to preserv e

deductibility provide no evidence that

tax savings are the primary driver of a

firm's response to Section 162(m) . In
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Table 3
Comparison of group means and medians for N = 163 firms that complied with Section

162(m) versus N = 103 firms that chose not to comply .

Predicted sig n
(Comply - No Comply)

Non-complying
Firm

Complyin g
Firms p-value b

Tax Effect"
Tax Savings

	

Mean

	

+ 0.040 0.110 0.0207
(times 1,000)

	

Median 0.013 0.027 0 .0008
Std. Dev . 0.080 0.350

Stakeholder pressure
Level of comp .

	

Mean

	

+ 15 .339 15 .757 0.0001
Median 15 .287 15 .702 0.0001
Std. Dev . 0 .530 0.63 1

Firm Size

	

Mean

	

+ 22.787 23 .339 0.0002
Median 22.526 23 .319 0.0002
Std. Dev . 1 .143 1 .20 1

Gadfly

	

Mean

	

+ 0.340 0 .387 0.6949
Median 0.000 0 .000 0.3249
Std. Dev . 1 .015 0 .898

Liquidity Preferenc e
CEO age :

	

Mean

	

0 56.864 58 .117 0.091 4
Median 58.000 58 .000 0.1602
Std . Dev . 5 .707 5 .974

Risk sharing considerations
Std. Dev. of Ret . .

	

Mean

	

0 0.077 0.076 0.8307
Median 0.070 0.071 0.5702
Std . Dev . 0.035 0.026

Pay/performance

	

Mean

	

0 0.209 0.220 0 .8303
Median 0.110 0.080 0 .441 4
Std. Dev . 0 .040 0.034

Monitoring
Blockholdings

	

Mean

	

+ 0 .118 0.154 0.0740
Median 0 .084 0 .100 0.4105
Std. Dev . 0 .132 0 .194

Agency Cost of Debt
Debt-to-Equity

	

Mean

	

0 4.307 5 .007 0.3105
Median 1 .912 2.369 0.1558
Std. Dev . 5 .097 6.01 9

MV/BV

	

Mean

	

0 1 .694 1 .692 0.993 1
Median 1 .363 1 .375 0 .781 5
Std. Dev . 0.924 0 .992

" Variables are defined in Table 1 .
'' two-tailed p-value from a t- (Chi-squared) test that the difference in means (medians) equals zero .
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Table 4
Comparison of group means and medians for N = 129 firms that complied with Sectio n

162(m) by qualifying compensations versus N = 34 firms that complied by deferring
compensation .

Predicted sign
(Defer - Qualify)

Qualifying
Firms

Deferring
Firms p-value '

Tax Effect'
Tax Savings Mean 0 0.130 0 .046 0.027 9
(times 1,000) Median 0.032 0 .015 0.0310

Std. Dev . 0.390 0 .090
Stakeholder pressure

- 15 .793 15 .622 0.083 5Level of comp . Mean
Median 15 .749 15 .528 0.215 1
Std. Dev . 0 .667 0 .456

Firm Size Mean - 23 .257 23 .650 0.0889
Median 23 .319 23 .367 0.1687
Std. Dev . 1 .137 1 .39 1

Gadfly Mean - 0 .434 0 .206 0.1027
Median 0 .000 0 .000 0.128 3
Std. Dev . 0 .951 0 .64 1

Liquidity Preference
CEO age : Mean + 57 .806 59 .294 0.197 3

Median 58 .000 60.000 0.181 6
Std. Dev . 6 .087 5 .45 2

Risk sharing considerations
- 0 .077 0 .075 0.814 8Std. Dev. of Ret . Mean

Median 0 .071 0 .067 0.8944
Std. Dev . 0 .026 0 .027

Pay/performance Mean 0 .252 0 .101 0.003 1
Median 0 .100 0 .055 0.0143
Std. Dev . 0 .478 0 .160

Monitoring
Blockholdings Mean 0 0.147 0.180 0.3806

Median 0.091 0.160 0.1344
Std. Dev . 0.196 0.190

Agency Cost of Debt
- 4.740 6.017 0.2725Debt-to-Equity Mean

Median 2.345 2.595 0 .311 1
Std. Dev . 5 .760 6.91 7

MV/BV Mean - 1 .729 1 .555 0 .284 1
Median 1 .413 1 .213 0 .3865
Std. Dev . 1 .042 0.773

" Variables are defined in Table 1 .
'' two-tailed p-value from a t- (Chi-squared) test that the difference in means (medians) equals zero .
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Table 5
Logistic analysis of the decision to comply with the requirements of Section 162(m) by

266 firms with salary and bonus in excess of $1 million and the decision to defer
versus qualify compensation by 163 complying firms .

Decision to Comply Decision to Defer
Predicted Coefficient s

sign

	

(p-value)
Predicted

sign
Coefficient s

(p-value)
Tax effec t
Tax Savings

	

+ 1159 .100 0 -37.742
(0.4789) (0.9745)

Stakeholder pressure
Level of Comp

	

+ 0 .921 - -0.804
(0 .0197) ** (0.1235)

Firm Size

	

+ 0 .498 0.378
(0 .0212) ** (0.2011 )

Gadfly

	

+ -0 .134 -0 .688
(0.3888) (0.0678) *

Liquidity preferenc e
CEO Age

	

0 0.027 + 0 .063
(0.2573) (0 .0944) *

Risk-sharing consideration s
Std. Dev . of Return

	

0 2.749 1 .592
(0.5913) (0.8630)

Pay/performance

	

0 0.023 -3 .640
(0.9501) (0.0518) *

Monitoring
Blockholdings

	

+ 2 .279 0.744
(0 .0122) ** (0.4773 )

Agency Cost of Debt
Debt-to-Equity Ratio

	

0 -0 .053 0.05 5
(0.1305) (0 .3530)

MV/BV

	

0 -0.020 -0 .24 1
(0.9022) (0.3757)

Constant

	

? -27 .203 ? -0.675
(0.0001) **** (0.9334)

Number of Observations 266 163
Chi-squared test 45 .043 **** 24 .360 ***

a Variables are defined in Table 1 .
* ** *** **** Significant at the 0 .10, 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 level in a two-tailed test .
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particular, the tax savings variable pro-

vides no explanatory power incremental

to that provided by firm size, the level of

executive compensation, and the propor-

tion of outside blockholders . This main

result is consistent with survey evidenc e
suggesting that prior to the SEC rulin g

requiring disclosure in the proxy state-

ment of the firm's response to Sectio n

162(m), very few firms intended to tak e

action to preserve deductibility .

In contrast, our results provide stron g
evidence that stakeholder concern about

a firm's executive compensation policie s

explains firm response to Section 162(m) .

First, firms that take action to preserv e

deductibility are larger and have highe r

compensation levels than do firms that

take no action . Second, of the firms tha t

preserve deductibility, firms that qualify

their plans are more apt to have received

a shareholder-initiated proposal about

compensation issues than are firms that
defer compensation . Thus, the political

arena — where populist concerns are

focused on salary levels at large firms —

influences the decision to preserve
deductibility. In contrast, the corporat e

governance arena — where shareholder

concern is focused on the structure of
executive compensation plans — influ-

ences the decision by complying firms t o

qualify compensation plans versus defe r

compensation .

Our evidence also suggests that

complying firms choose between deferral

of compensation and qualification o f

compensation plans based upon the costs

that the two options impose on thei r

executives . The greater the cost of

imposing additional risk on executives by

increasing the sensitivity of pay to perfor-

mance, the more inclined the firm is to

defer compensation, as opposed to

qualifying its compensation plans . Simi-

larly, the greater the cost to executives

from the decrease in liquidity that accom-

panies deferred compensation, the more

likely the firm is to qualify its compensa-
tion plan, as opposed to deferring com-

pensation .

Finally, our evidence indicates that

firms whose executives' interests ar e

aligned with those of shareholders are

more apt to take action to assure deduct-

ibility than are other firms . This evidenc e

is consistent with a growing body of

literature attesting to the beneficial effects
of control mechanisms that align the

interests of managers with those o f

shareholders .

6. Summary and
Conclusions

We examine firm response to Section

162(m) of the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-

ation Act of 1993, which limits the de-
ductibility of compensation paid t o

certain executives that both exceeds $ 1

million and is not "performance-based "

Results from a sample of 266 firms wit h

unqualified compensation in excess of

one million dollars indicate that 16 3

(61.3%) took action to preserve deduct-

ibility. Of these 163 firms, 129 (79.1%)

preserved deductibility by qualifying their

compensation plans, while 34 (20 .9%)

preserved deductibility by deferring

compensation .

The results also indicate that firm s

that preserved deductibility are larger,

have higher compensation levels, and

have a higher percentage of shares owne d

by outside blockholders than do firms

that took no action . Based on this evi-

dence, we conclude that these firms face

greater political pressure from stakehold-

ers to alter their compensation policie s

and have a higher level of monitoring than

do firms that did not take action to pre-

serve deductibility.
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Of the firms that preserved deductibil-

ity, those that qualified their plans are

more likely to have received a shareholde r

proposal on compensation from a `gadfly'

investor, have a higher prior pay-for-

performance sensitivity, and have younger

CEOs than do firms that defer compensa-

tion. These results suggest that firm s
facing pressure from shareholders, those

for whom the increased incentives pro-

vided by performance-based compensatio n

outweigh risk-sharing concerns, and those

whose CEOs have a greater demand for

liquidity, are more likely to qualify thei r

compensation plans than to defer compen-

sation .

Our findings suggest that in deciding

whether to comply with Section 162(m) ,

firms trade off the costs of increased

stakeholder pressure that result when n o

action is taken to preserve deductibility

against the increased transactions and risk -

sharing costs that arise when compensa-

tion is restructured to comply with Section

162(m) . In contrast, we find no evidence

that firm response is influenced by th e

level of tax savings . Although prior re-

search finds that, in general, shareholde r

proposals are ineffective at improving fir m

performance (Karpoff, Malatesta an d

Walkling, 1995), our results suggests that

they do influence the design of executiv e

compensation plans . An interesting

question for future research is whether

plan redesign in response to Sectio n

162(m) has a substantive impact on pay-

for-performance sensitivities .

Endnotes
' Independent research by Balsam an d

Ryan (1996) examines similar issues .
2 We define complying firms as those

that either (a) adjust their compensation

plan to meet the new performance-base d

requirements or (b) defer compensation .

The performance goal need not be

based on an increase or positive result,

but to prevent any abuse, the goal mus t

be substantially uncertain . Procedural

requirements accompanying Section

162(m) state that the compensation
committee must establish the perfor-

mance goal within the first 90 days of the

performance period and before the firs t

25% of the performance period ha s

elapsed.

' However, the regulations do permit

a compensation committee to retain th e

"negative discretion" to reduce the

amount of compensation that normally

would be payable if the goal is met .

Henderson (1994), among others, has

argued that "negative discretion" allows

boards to circumvent the intent of th e

new law, by allowing them to set a large

bonus, which could then be reduced at

the board's discretion.

5 A cancelled option or SAR continue s

to be counted against the maximum

number of shares for which options may

be granted to the employee . Similarly, if

an option's exercise price is reduced, the

transaction is treated as a cancellation o f

the option and a grant of a new option.

It is unclear whether, if the maximum

limit is exceeded, all options or SARs

granted under the plan are ineligible fo r

treatment under this special rule or jus t

those in excess of the limit . Finally, to

the extent that a change in the terms of a

stock option or SAR is made to reflect a

change in corporate capitalization, such a

change will not disqualify the compensa-

tion from eligibility and will not b e

treated as the grant of a new option o r

SAR .
6 The definition of "outside" director s

under the regulations has been criticized

as strict and unworkable, particularly th e

requirement that companies track pay -

ments of as little as $60,000.The transi-

tion rules in the regulations allow any

director who is "disinterested" unde r
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securities law standards to be treated as

"outside" The transition rules for "out-

side" directors lapse as of the first share-
holder meeting in 1997 .

Examples of the public debat e

include : Nightline, "Huge CEO Salaries i n

Hard Times," May 20, 1991 ; 60 Minutes ,

"Big Bucks in Hard Times ," November 10 ,

1991 ; G .S . Crystal,"In Search of Excess :

The Overcompensation of American

Executives," as well as annual salary

surveys in Business Week and Forbes .
8 In 1991, legislation was introduced

into the House of Representatives disal-

lowing deductions for compensatio n

exceeding 25 times the lowest-pai d

worker, and the "Corporate Pay Responsi-

bility Act" was introduced into the Senate

to make it easier for shareholders t o
propose compensation-related policies .

High CEO salaries became a bipartisan

campaign issue among the leading presi-

dential candidates, especially after Presi-

dent Bush's January 1992 trip to Japan

focused attention on the large pay dispari-

ties between top executives in the tw o

countries .

Several recent studies have examined

the effectiveness of shareholder activism .

For example, Strickland, Wiles and Zenne r
(1996) conclude that USA-sponsore d

shareholder activism enhanced share-
holder value, as evidenced by the fact tha t
the announcement of a settlement wit h

the United Shareholders Association i s

associated with a 0 .9% average abnormal

return, or a total shareholder wealth gai n

of $1 .3 billion . In contrast, Karpoff,

Malatesta and Walkling (1995) find little
evidence that shareholder-initiated pro-

posals have wealth effects or that the

proposals trigger substantial changes i n

target firms' policies or top management .

"'The USA member's were primarily

small investors, but the group's agend a

was backed by large institutional share-

holders such as the California Public

Employees Retirement System (CALPERS) ,

the College Retirement Equities Fun d

(CREF), and the New York City Employee s

Retirement System (NYCERS) . The USA

was disbanded in 1993 after the SEC

mandated an increase in the amount of

compensation information disclosed i n

proxy statements and eased its share -

holder communication rules to allow

shareholders to discuss corporate gover-

nance issues .

" Since stock returns are frequentl y

used to measure executive performance ,

the variance of stock returns can b e

viewed as a proxy for the level of noise in

the performance measure . As discussed in

Banker and Datar (1989) and Feltham an d

Xie (1994), the weight that can be placed

on a performance measure such as stock

price is inversely related to its noise, or

the level of precision with which it

provides information about a manager' s

actions . Thus, the more noisy stock pric e

is as a measure of managerial perfor-

mance, the more costly it will be for th e

firm to link compensation to returns . Thi s

alternative interpretation also implies a

negative relation between stock return

variance and the decision to defer.
12 To calculate these sensitivities ,

Murphy first places the 1,000 firms

followed by the USA into five industry

portfolios. For each industry grouping, he

obtains a pay/performance sensitivity

from a cross-sectional regression of 1991 -

92 pay changes on 1992 annual dividend-

adjusted stock returns . His results indi-

cate that for each 10% increase in share-

holder return there is a 1 .4% increase in

salary and bonus for CEOs of manufactur-

ing firms, a 1 .7% increase in transporta-

tion, communication, and utilities, a 1 .8%

increase in wholesale and retail trade, a

3 .1% increase for CEOs of financial institu-

tions, and a 1 .4% increase in service and
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other industries . The industry-level esti-

mates are then converted to company-

specific sensitivities by multiplying the

CEO's salary and bonus, and dividing by

the market value of the company's com-

mon stock .

13 The significance of the tax saving s

variable in the univariate test can be

attributed to its high correlation (0 .42 ,

p.value 0 .0001) with the level of compen-

sation variable . When we reestimate th e

logit model excluding the level of compen-

sation variable, the tax savings variabl e

comes out significant .
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